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Abstract
We report a formof double edge-diffraction (DED) for the first time, inwhich successive diffractive
effects between two opaque objects leads to a virtual shadowof one object that protrudes from the
shadowof the other. Analogous to classic edge and slit diffractions, themethod to observeDED is
simple, yet its effect is intriguingly different. Existing sensing techniques cannotmeasure the distance
of highly reflective or absorptive opaque objects. To address this problem in certain scenarios, we
propose a new technique based onDED that is thefirst towork for all opaque objects withwell-
defined edges.

1. Introduction

Diffraction is awell-knownphenomenon in physics associatedwith bending of waves around the edge of an
object or aperture. Although diffraction [1] can be experienced by both transverse electromagnetic waves (e.g.
light) [2] and transverse/longitudinalmechanical waves [3], themost obvious cases involve visible light. To
observe the effects of diffraction, the classic examples comprise single ormultiple slits/circular apertures [4] or a
single edge of an object [5]. The resulting effect can be observed as a diffraction pattern from the interfering
wavefronts [6].

We report a specific formof double edge-diffraction (DED) for thefirst time, which is a diffractive effect that
leads to a new type of virtual shadow, as shown infigure 1. Although the physics behindDED is simple, it is
fundamental to this field, as it complements the classic diffractive effects. DED can be observed in its pure form,
by using a collimated light source and two opaque objects (e.g. absorptive, reflective or forward/side-scattering)
positioned so their shadows are in close proximity, as done in this work. The observed virtual shadowof one
object that protrudes from the shadowof another object is diffractive in origin, and aswe shall show, it can be
modeled using diffraction theory.

A visually similar shadow inversion effect has previously been reported as the shadowblister effect (SBE) [7].
In SBE, a divergent light source illuminating two objects casts penumbras around their darker umbra shadows.
When these penumbras overlap, their crossing of rays leads to shadow inversion, or ‘blistering’. On a sunny day,
one can readily observe such effects in shadows on the ground. The effect is geometric and has beenmodeled
using ray optics [7]. However, this explanation is incomplete as it overlooks the diffractive contribution ofDED,
which is explored in this work.More importantly, we demonstrate that when diffraction is taken into account,
DED exhibits different effects and can occur even if penumbra are not cast, by using a planewave, collimated
beam, or point source. In effect, themedium- to far-field diffraction fringes can play a role somewhat similar to
the penumbra, with overlapping fringesmanifesting shadow inversion.

Distancemetrology is important for a number of applications spanning fromautomotive/aircraft to
astronomy. Longitudinal distance (zlong)measurement of opaque objects within remote environments suffer
from limitations inwhich highly reflective or absorbing objects are difficult to detect with conventional
techniques (e.g. time offlight of back-scattered light) [8–12]. Overcoming this hurdle will enable amore
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comprehensive ability tomeasure the distance of objects. The SBE also produces a distortion of the shadow from
two close objects, but relies on diverging rays, and thus cannot provide long-distancemeasurements without
significant fading [13].

To address the problemof the inability tomeasure all opaque objects, we investigateDED and then
demonstrate its ability tomeasure zlong that is the first technique towork in certain scenarios for all opaque
objects with at least onewell-defined edge. It works because in transmission (i.e. doubled ended) rather than
reflection (i.e. practical single-ended), diffraction occurs regardless of the object being absorptive, reflective or
forward/side-scattering [2].

2. Principles

DEDcan be implemented by using any light source in conjunctionwith two opaque objects shown in shown in
figure 1(a). Along the longitudinal direction from the light source to the observation plane, one objectmust be
nearer to the light source than the other object in order to facilitate successive edge diffractions. Transverse to
this direction, the edges of the two objects need to be close (e.g.<1 mm for visible wavelengths, zlong is∼20 cm,
and the observation distance (zobs) is∼25 cm). For rough edges, the spatial variation in the edge profilemust not
exceed the size of the virtual reference shadow, in order for the latter to be distinguishable. The light source can
emit light of narrow spectral linewidth or broad spectral bandwidth of any divergence angle. For the simplest
case that avoids the SBE due to penumbra, wewill consider a collimated light source of a single wavelength.
Fulfilling these simple conditions will result in the shadowof the object nearer to the light sourcemanifesting a
highly visible virtual reference shadow that protrudes from the shadowof the other object, as shown by
figure 1(b).

Figure 1. Illustration of double edge-diffractionwith two opaque objects placed (a) far apart; or (b) closed together. The objects are
thin or have sharp edges in contact with light. Not drawn to scale.
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Aswe decrease the transverse distance (xt) between the two opaque objects, their shadows rapidly converge
towards each other due to the narrowpassage of light supporting diffraction (i.e. makes shadows seem farther
apart than the real objects) experiencing a squeeze. Diffraction around the reference object in front is not
affected asmuch, because the incoming light is not blocked and can bend around the test object. However, the
test object behind it (i.e. nearer to the observation plane) has its light source increasingly counter-diffracted
towards the opposite transverse side. Owing to the transverse spatial displacement (xt), increasingly higher
diffraction angles of wavefronts coming from the reference object are subduedwith increasingly lower
diffraction angles at the test object. Therefore, the collapse of the light gap (i.e. the distance A’B infigure 1(b))
begins from the test object side, and the test shadowmanifests an extension in the formof a virtual shadow as a
function of the reference shadow.

Aswe increase zlong while keeping zobs constant, thewidth of the virtual reference shadow can be observed to
stretch (see table 1 andfigure 8(a)). Owing to zlong elongation, the diffractedwavefronts around the edge of the
reference object shown infigure 1(b) gradually experiencemore bending, and thus the test object encounters
increasingly higher diffraction angles of wavefronts caused by the reference object. The height of the virtual
reference shadow is not noticeably stretchedwith increasing zlong, because the inner edge of the test object now
intercept wavefronts of lower diffraction-angles coming from the reference object, which increasingly offsets the
previous effect.

Aswe decrease zobs while keeping zlong constant, the height of the virtual reference shadow can be observed to
compress (table 1 andfigure 8(b)) due to two complementary factors. First, diffracted light spreads out over
increasing zobs, which transversely recedes the baseline of the two shadows shown infigure 1(b). Second,
diffracted light passing around the inner edge of the test object could all be shifting towards the reference shadow
with increasing zobs due to stronger counter-diffraction from the reference object with a narrower xt. Note that
diffraction angles increase with increasing distance, and inmost cases cannot be fully compensated by a counter-
diffractionwithin the range of zobs hosting non-overlapping shadows.

For the purpose of zlongmeasurement, it is practical tofix the position of the reference object and the camera,
andmonitor the relative position of the test object. An object with a known shapemust be used as the reference
in order to determine the extent of transformation the virtual reference shadowhas undergone. The
transformation in this case is a combination of the changes in zlong and zobs. This results in an amplified change in
the ellipticity of the virtual reference shadow.

3. Experimental setup

The experimental demonstration ofDEDaswell as its application in themeasurement of zlong can be achieved
using the configuration shown infigure 2. To interrogate the two objects, a laser source (ThorlabsHNLS008R)
emitting unpolarized narrow spectral linewidth light at 633±0.5 nmwavelengthwas used. Unpolarized can be
used since light propagation is polarization independent for low-intensity light through air over the distances
involved. Polarization-dependent effects could play a role if light propagates through an anisotropic structure,
or is tightly focusedwith high intensity leading to nonlinear effects [14]. A pair of plano-convex lenses (30 and
300 mm focal length)were used to expand and collimate the beam to 10.0±0.05 mmdiameter (D4σfitting of
beamdiameter). An anodized (i.e. black) aluminumpiece featuring a rounded end of 6.0±0.05 mmdiameter
was chosen as the reference object, andmounted on a linear translation stage aligned parallel to the beam. An
anodized aluminumblockwith aflat sidemuch longer than the beamdiameter was selected as the test object,
andmounted on a slider resting on a rail. Both objects were slightly tilted such that their edges interactingwith
the beamare relatively sharp, and thus the diffraction strengthwas enhanced by the knife-edge effect [15]. To
capture the shadows across the observation plane, a charge-coupled-device (CCD) camera (Ophir Spiricon
BGS-USB-SP928)was used.

Table 1. Summary of the changes in the virtual reference shadow in
response to changes in object positions.

Parameter

change

Height (H) of virtual
reference shadow

Width (W) of virtual
reference shadow

Increase zlong Negligible change Increase

Decrease zobs Decrease Negligible change

Both Decrease Increase
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4. Results and discussions

To quantify the shift of the virtual shadow as a function of xt, the reference object was incrementally shifted
towards the test object, while their shadowswere captured by theCCDcamera. zlong wasfixed at 191±0.5 mm,
and zobs isfixed at 251.5±0.5 mm. Figure 3 reveals that as the reference object was translated towards the test
object, a virtual shadow emerged from the test shadow that is an inverted formof the reference shadow. To
increase the visibility of the shadows, an intensity normalization followed by a threshold filter (50%)were
applied. The geometry of the virtual reference shadowwas preservedwhile it shifted towards the incoming
reference shadow, before the two shadows completelymerged. During this process, a diffraction pattern can be
seen in the background fromboth the reference and test objects, whichwas attributed to the coherent diffracted
waves interfering with each other at the observation plane.

To quantify the evolution of the virtual shadow as a function of zlong, the test object was incrementally shifted
along the rail away from the reference object, while their shadowsweremonitored by theCCDcamera. xtwas
fixed at 80±10μm, and the observation plane isfixed at 442.5±0.5 mm from the edge of the reference object.
Figure 4 shows that as the test object was translated away from the reference object (i.e. increase in zlong, decrease
in zobs), the virtual reference shadow gradually transformed from a tall and sharp ellipse to a short and broad
ellipse. To increase the visibility of the shadows, an intensity normalization followed by a threshold filter (1.5%)
were applied, followed by an edgefilter to obtain shadowoutlines for easier geometry calculations.

In a practicalmeasurement environment, xt could be adjusted in real-time, from analyzing the linear
translation needed to induce a virtual shadow. For straight edges, zlong can be loaded from calibrated data. For
curved edges, the simulationmodel could possibly operate in real-time to extract zlong, from importing the
geometry of the test shadow to obtain the best fit of themeasured data.

The sensitivity derived from figure 4 shown infigure 5(a) varies from0.008 to 0.075 mm−1 as zlong increases
from1 to 381 mm, from taking the slope at each data point of the relationship between zlong and the
corresponding ellipse ratio (i.e. width divided by height from the baseline) of the virtual reference shadow. It was
found that the relationship can be empirically described by a 3rd order polynomial equation, which reflects the
interplay of the two relationships associatedwith the changing distances between the reference object, test object
and the camera.

The ellipticity-ratio errors due to systemnoise, image-processing uncertainties andmeasurement
repeatability errors range from±0.005 to±0.545, which is larger for smaller dimensions. The detection limit or
accuracy shown in figure 5(b) grows from0.223 to 9.514 mmas zlong increases from1 to 381 mm, fromdividing
the ellipticity-ratio errors by their corresponding sensitivity. Thismeans for decreasing zlong the technique is
expected to resolve ever shorter distances due to the increasing height of the virtual reference shadow. It can be
seen that the detection limit or accuracy is approximately constant at∼4.5 mmbetween 100 to 350 mm.The
corresponding error bars for ellipticity ratio and zlong (±0.5 mm) are included infigure 5.

Although the demonstrated range ofmeasurable zlong range from1 to 381 mm, the actual dynamic range is
anticipated to bemuchwider. The upper limit of the response/recovery times are governed by the frame rate of
the camera, which in this case yields 77 ms.

To increase the sensitivity, the diffraction strengthmust be heightened (i.e. using longer wavelength [16]),
which amplifies the change in the virtual reference shadowwith varying zlong such that it ismoremeasurable.
The detection limit can be lowered, or accuracy can be improved by using a higher-resolution camera, which
lowers thewidth/height errors. To increase the dynamic range for long-distancemeasurements, the diffraction
strengthmust be lowered (i.e. using shorter wavelength), which reduces the change in the virtual reference
shadowwith varying zlong such that the height of the virtual reference shadow is stillmeasurable after decreasing
over a long zlong. The dynamic range can be further increased by increasing zobs, which elongates the height of the
virtual reference shadow at all zlong such that it is stillmeasurable after decreasing over a long zlong. Since there is a
conflicting requirement of wavelength, there is a trade-off between sensitivity/detection limit/accuracy and

Figure 2.Experimental setup for effect observation and zlongmeasurement.
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Figure 3.Measured shift in the virtual reference shadow as a function of xt, when zlong is 191 mm, and zobs is 251.5 mm. For scale, the
width of each image is 5.3 mm.

Figure 4.Measured evolution of the virtual reference shadow as a function of zlong, when xt is 80 μm, and the observation plane is
442.5 mm from the edge of the reference object.

Figure 5.Measured relationship between: (a) the ellipticity ratio and zlong, with 3rd order polynomial fit and error bars; and (b) the
detection limit and zlong.
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dynamic range. Optimization of thewavelengthwill deliver a good balance of the sensor parameters. However,
this trade-off can be avoided by just increasing zobs.

5. Simulations

To verify the origin ofDED and study this diffractive effect further, wemodeled its behavior by numerically
solving the Rayleigh–Sommerfeld (RS) diffraction integral of the first kind [17], which states that for a given
source fieldU1(x’, y’), the observedfieldU2(x, y) at a distance z away can be calculated from theRS integral:

U x y
z

j
U x y

jkr

r
x y, ,

exp
d d , 12 1

12

12
2ò òl
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-¥

-¥
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whereλ is thewavelength, k=2π/λ is thewavenumber, and r12 is the distance between a point on the source
plane and the observation plane, assumed to be parallel to each other, such that:

r x x y y z . 212
2 2 2= - ¢ + - ¢ +( ) ( ) ( )

In our case, the situation simplifies since the source and observation planes are flat (i.e. planar) and parallel,
so equation (1) becomes a convolution integral expressed as:
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where h x y,( ) can be considered as the RS impulse response:
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Applying the Fourier convolution theorem to (4) and (5), we obtain:

U x y U x y h x y, , , . 72
1

1= -( ) { { ( )} { ( )}} ( )F F F

Equation (7) can be calculated numerically using the 2D fast Fourier transform inMATLAB. In the
implementation, the source and observation fields are represented asmatrices of the same size, aligned such that
they share the same x–y axes.

We simplify the inputfield as a planewave. This is a reasonable approximation since the beam in the
experiment waswell collimatedwith a diameter of 1 cm,which considerably exceeds themillimeter-scale region
of interest where the shadows interact. The reference and test objects aremodeled as amplitudemasks (i.e. same
dimensions as in experiment), with zero transmissionwhere the object blocks the beam, and full transmission
elsewhere. The beampropagation is conducted in two steps: (1) from the reference object to the test object; and
(2) from the test object to the observation plane. Since using the 2DFFT to solve the RS integral becomes
computationally intensive over large areas, we restrict the field to an area of 3×3 cmusing 104 points for each
direction, which ensures a resolutionmore than sufficient to discern the diffraction patterns. The simulated
evolution of a virtual shadow as a function of zlong is shown in figure 6, which shares the conditions and
processing offigure 5.

The sensitivities derived fromfigure 6 shown infigure 7 vary from0.013 to 0.172 mm−1 as zlong increases
from1 to 381 mm. This trendmirrors that of the experimental data shown infigure 5(a), judging by the shape or
the polarity of the polynomial coefficients, which confirms the origin ofDED. The discrepancies inmagnitude
could be attributed to: (a) the different thicknesses of the edge in experiment (i.e. sharp edge) and the simulation
(i.e. infinitesimally thin edge); (b) the different input intensity profile of collimated light between the experiment
(i.e. Gaussian, approximately uniform in the region of interest) and the simulation (i.e. planewave). The
ellipticity-ratio errors due to image-processing uncertainties ranges from±0.010 to±1.833, which is larger for
smaller dimensions/number of pixels. The corresponding error bars for the ellipticity ratio are included in
figure 7.

The impact of individually changing zlong and zobs is simulated infigure 8, with the same conditions and
processing offigure 4. Figure 8(a) shows that increasing only zlong increases thewidth of the virtual reference
shadow,with negligible decrease in height. Figure 8(b) shows that increasing only zobs increases the height of
the virtual reference shadow,with negligible increase inwidth. In each case, one distance is variedwhile the other
isfixed at 200 mm. Thewidth/height errors based on image-processing uncertainties is±10 μm.The
corresponding error bars for thewidth/height are included infigure 8.Overall, it shows excellent agreement
with the experimental observations and table 1.
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Figure 7. Simulated relationship between the ellipticity ratio and zlong, with 3rd order polynomial fit and error bars.

Figure 6. Simulated evolution of the virtual reference shadow as a function of zlong, when xt is 80 μm, and the observation plane is
442.5 mm from the edge of the reference object.

Figure 8. Simulated relationship between: (a)width/height of the virtual reference shadow and zlong, when zobs is 200 mm; and
(b)width/height and zobs, when zlong is 200 mm;with 2nd order polynomialfit and error bars. xt is 80 μmin both cases.
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6.Discussion

A speculated application that could benefit from this diffractive effect include the separation-distance
management of a swarmofminiature stealth drones. To reduce the chance of detection, such drones are almost
fully coveredwith a highly absorbing or reflectivematerial. Global positioning systems do not function
accurately for tight spaces (e.g.<0.5 m)nor shielded environments.Measuring separation distances by
analyzing the signal strength alone is not a reliablemethod due to unpredictable attenuation from
environmental factors. Instead, DED can be employedwith the drones’ onboard collimated light source and
camera in conjunctionwith their standard navigation sensors tomaintain safe separation distances with each
other during group formation and tightmaneuvers.

Another potential application is themeasurement of size, shape, velocity andmass/density of particles in
optofluidic devices for awide variety of chemical applications using a collimated light source and a camera. The
mass or density of a particle is related to its 3Dposition in afluidic channel with a non-zero flow velocity, due to
the equilibrium that balances the hydrodynamic lift and buoyant weight [18]. Conventional shadow-based
imaging systems can infer the 2Dposition of a particle without the depth information, if the channel is not
located near a side of aflat andwide optofluidic substrate [19]. Advantageously, DED can reveal the 3Dposition
from the standard top-down view to infer themass/density. This enhancement technique could be applied to
measure awide range of particles types including bubbles, liquid droplets, solid particles and any object with a
well-defined contour.

Itmay also be possible to performdistancemeasurements of single undersea objects (e.g. submarine)with
acoustic waves [20], since longitudinal waves can also experience diffraction. Additionally, this technique could
be further developed to supplement internal imaging of solidmaterials (e.g. rocks)with additional spatial
information.

7. Conclusion

We report DED for thefirst time. This fundamental diffractive effectmanifests a virtual shadow that is a function
of the shape of the object nearest to the light source, and a function of the longitudinal distance to the object
farthest from the light source. This diffractive effect was previously overlooked as it can produce a result visually
similar to that of the ray-optics-based SBE [6]. DED can be observed alone using a collimated beam, or as the
unexplained part of the SBE using diverging rays. Exploiting this new phenomenon led to the development of a
new technique formeasuring the longitudinal distance of all opaque objects in certain scenarios with at least one
well-defined edge.However, this technique is based on transmission rather than reflection, which limits the
cases inwhich it can be practically used. The sensitivity ranges from0.008 to 0.075 mm−1, and the detection
limit or accuracy varies from0.223 to 9.514 mm, as the longitudinal distance (zlong) increases from1 to 381 mm.
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